RULE BOOK
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INTRODUCTION
You are the boss of a small-time gang of doughnut thieves. The best pickings
are found at the world-famous Holesome Indoughstries factory, winner of the
prestigious Jammy Fingers Award. But with a recent sprinkling of thievery, Holesome
Indoughstries have made some changes to the factory floor in an attempt to frostrate
would-be thieves. Now, you’ve hacked into the surveillance system and put your two
finest pilferers on the ground. Help them snatch the cream of the crop while avoiding
the sticky fingers of rival gangs.

HOW TO PLAY VIDEO
www.thedarkimp.com/games/doughnut-dash

2 - 4 players

30-45 mins

COMPONENTS
16 Factory Floor Tiles

16 Direction Cards

(4 double-sided cards in each of 4 colours)
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Doughnuts

22 Strawberry
Lemonade
Doughnuts

16 Chocolate
Coconut
Doughnuts

10 Blueberry
Violet
Doughnuts

4 Ketchup
Doughnuts

8 Rainbow
Frosted
Doughnuts

*Before your first play, put the stickers on the discs to form doughnuts, as shown.

4 Direction Marker Cards

42 Sugar Rush Cards

(single-sided)

1

N

Change the
direction of both
thieves by 180
degrees

(e.g. If you played North,
you go South)

W

You may play this card
during your own turn

E
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4 Player Aids

8 Thieves

(2 in each of 4 colours)

Doughnuts
Ketchup

Chocolate coconut

3

-1

Movement

Strawberry
lemonade

1

Gain one sugar
rush card

6

An opponent gains
one sugar rush card

Rainbow frosted

• When your thief lands on another player’s
thief, take the top doughnut from that
player’s stack. If you land on a square
containing two or more thieves, you may
steal a doughnut from each player in any
order.

Number of
Rainbow frosted
doughnuts

1

2

3

4

5

8

•
If your thief moves into the square your
other thief is on, keep moving through this
square as if it is empty.

Total points
from these
doughnuts

-1

-4

9

16

25 36 49 64

• When a player steals a doughnut from
you, gain a sugar rush card.

Movement

FIRST

•
Move both thieves in the direction
selected until each reaches an empty
square.
• When your thief lands on a doughnut, take
the doughnut.

Blueberry violet
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•
Move both thieves in the direction
selected until each reaches an empty
square.
• When your thief lands on a doughnut, take
the doughnut.
• When your thief lands on another player’s
thief, take the top doughnut from that
player’s stack. If you land on a square
containing two or more thieves, you may
steal a doughnut from each player in any
order.
•
If your thief moves into the square your
other thief is on, keep moving through this
square as if it is empty.
• When a player steals a doughnut from
you, gain a sugar rush card.
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Fixed barrier

PLAYER

Doughnuts

Reflecting
barrier
Ketchup

Teleports
Chocolate coconut

3

-1

Strawberry
lemonade

1

Gain one sugar
rush card

Blueberry violet

6

An opponent gains
one sugar rush card

Rainbow frosted

Fixed barrier
Reflecting
barrier

First Player Card

Teleports

Number of
Rainbow frosted
doughnuts

1

2

3

4

5

Total points
from these
doughnuts

-1

-4

9

16

25 36 49 64
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SET UP
2
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FIRST
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PLAYER
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• Shuffle the tiles and place them randomly within a 4 x 4 grid* in the middle of the
table.
		

• Give each player a player aid 1 , a set of direction cards 2 , and two thieves
of the same colour. Each player places one of the thieves on the outside corner
square closest to her 3 and the other on one of the four central squares, the one
that is furthest away from her corner 4 .
							

• In a 4-player game, remove 2 strawberry lemonade doughnuts, 1 chocolate
coconut doughnut and 1 blueberry violet doughnut and put these back in
the box. In a 3-player game, remove 1 strawberry lemonade doughnut and 1
chocolate coconut doughnut and put these back in the box. In a 2-player game,
no doughnuts are removed. Mix all the remaining doughnuts together and place
them at random, topping side up, in every empty square on the board 5 .
							

• Place one direction marker card on each of the four sides of the board indicating
the direction of North, South, East and West 6 . North can be placed on any side.
Moving clockwise from North, place East, South and finally, West.
							

• Shuffle the sugar rush cards and place in a face down deck to the side of the
board in reach of all players 7 .
							

• Randomly decide who will be the starting player, and give her the first player card 8
						
* Experienced players may set up tiles in different rectangular
configurations, if desired.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Manoeuvre your gang of two thieves to steal doughnuts from the factory floor and
from other thieves. The player who has the most valuable stack of doughnuts at the
end of the game wins.
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HOW TO PLAY: ON EACH ROUND
CHOOSING DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
Each player simultaneously chooses one of her direction cards and places it face
down, keeping her remaining cards in hand. When all players are ready, each reveals
her chosen direction card.

MOVING AROUND THE FACTORY
Beginning with the starting player, as indicated by the first player token, and
moving clockwise, each player moves both of her thieves in the direction shown on
her chosen direction card. Note that while all players direction cards are revealed
simultaneously, players take turns to execute their moves in player order. A player
may move her two thieves in any order.
Important: A thief moves in the chosen direction until it reaches the first non-empty
square or a fixed barrier blocking the path. A square is empty if it does not contain a
doughnut or another thief.
The factory is shaped like a doughnut (or torus), so if a thief travels off the board, it
re-enters the board on the opposite side, moving in the same direction.
If a player’s thief moves into the square her other thief is on, the thief keeps moving
through the square as if it is empty.

Movement example

If the green player chooses to move EAST, the thief shown will move off the
board and enter on the opposite side, as shown by the arrows. It will keep
moving until it reaches the first non-empty square, in this case, the square
containing the blueberry violet doughnut.
Holesome Indoughstries have erected a number of barriers around the factory to
confuse would-be thieves. There are two types of barrier and they have different
effects on thieves’ movement.
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•

Fixed barriers

Fixed barriers are solid walls. If a thief reaches a fixed barrier, it can move no further
and remains in the square containing the barrier, even if this square is otherwise
empty.

•

Reflecting barriers

Reflecting barriers are like mirrors. If a thief reaches a reflecting barrier it bounces off
and continues travelling, but in the opposite direction. The thief continues to move
away from the reflecting barrier until it reaches a non-empty square.

Reflecting barrier example

If the green player chooses to move EAST, the thief shown will move into
the reflecting barrier, turn and start moving west, as shown by the arrows. It
will keep moving until it reaches the first non-empty square, in this case, the
square containing the chocolate coconut doughnut.
Some squares contain teleports.

These teleports open up portals between different areas of the factory. If a thief
reaches a square containing a teleport, it moves directly to the square containing
the other teleport of the same colour and design. The thief continues to move away
from the second teleport in the same direction it was previously travelling in until it
reaches a non-empty square.
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If a thief is moving EAST, then hits a reflecting barrier and moves WEST into a
teleport, the thief will continue moving WEST from the second teleport.
At the start of the game, there will be doughnuts blocking some of the teleports. If
a player lands on a square with a teleport and a doughnut, she takes the doughnut
and does not use the teleport.
If a player starts her turn standing on a teleport, she may choose to either use or
ignore the teleport.

Teleport example

If the green player chooses to move EAST, the thief shown will move into the
blue teleport, jump directly to the square containing the other blue teleport
and keep moving EAST. It will keep moving until it reaches the first non-empty
square, in this case, the square containing the blueberry violet doughnut.
STEALING DOUGHNUTS FROM THE FACTORY
If a thief lands on a square containing a doughnut, the player takes that doughnut.
Each player creates a stack of doughnuts and places each newly acquired doughnut
on top of her stack. Stacks must be positioned on the table in view of all players. If
a player knocks over her doughnut stack, she loses a doughnut (chosen at random).
In 2 or 3-player games, where stacks may get tall, a player may split her stack by
moving the bottom section of doughnuts to one side and adding new doughnuts to
the top section only.
Some doughnuts allow players to gain sugar rush cards when they are taken from
the factory floor.
• If the player has taken a strawberry lemonade doughnut, she also gains one
sugar rush card from the top of the deck.
• If the player has taken a blueberry violet doughnut, her opponent with fewest
doughnuts gains a sugar rush card from the top of the deck. In the case of a tie,
the player may choose who gets the card.
• If the player has taken any other doughnut, no sugar rush cards are gained.
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STEALING DOUGHNUTS FROM OTHER THIEVES
If your thief lands on a square occupied by another thief, you steal the top doughnut
from the other player’s stack. If there are two thieves occupying the square, you may
steal from both in any order. The same applies if there are three thieves.
No sugar rush cards are gained when stealing a doughnut from another player. But
when a player has a doughnut stolen from her stack, she takes a sugar rush card.
ENDLESS LOOPS
It is possible for thieves to get stuck in endless loops of empty squares when travelling
in the doughnut factory. If this happens, or if a thief is stuck in a loop with one or
more other thieves, the player may choose any of the empty squares in the loop for
her thief to stop in.
SUGAR RUSH CARDS
During the game players will acquire sugar rush cards, which may be used to gain
advantage. Most sugar rush cards will be played during a player’s own turn, but
some cards are played when selecting direction cards or during another player’s
turn. Refer to the text on each card if clarification is needed. Multiple sugar rush
cards may be played in the same turn. When sugar rush cards have been played,
they are placed in a discard pile.
Unplayed sugar rush cards are worth 0, 1 or 2 victory points at the end of the game
(as indicated on the card). Played sugar rush cards are not worth any points at the
end of the game.
If the stack of sugar rush cards runs out, shuffle the used sugar rush cards and form
a new stack with these. If there are no sugar rush cards in the draw pile or discard
pile, no sugar rush card can be gained.
END OF ROUND
When all players have moved their thieves, this signifies the end of the round.
Players leave the direction card played this turn face up on the table. In the next
round, each player may only choose from the direction cards remaining in her hand.
When a player only has one direction card remaining in her hand at the end of the
round, she may take the three direction cards that have been played back into her
hand. On the following round, she may again choose to play any of the four direction
cards.
Move the first player card clockwise to the next player.
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END GAME
The game will finish when there is only 1 ketchup doughnut remaining on the table,
or when one player’s doughnut stack has reached maximum height.
In a 2-player game, the maximum doughnut stack height is 20. In a 3 or 4-player
game, the maximum doughnut stack height is 15 or 10 respectively.
When at least one of these conditions has been met, players will play to the end of
the round, then the game will end.

SCORING
Players add up points from doughnuts in their stack
and from unused sugar rush cards.
Ketchup doughnuts 			

-1 point each

Strawberry lemonade doughnuts

1 point each

Chocolate coconut doughnuts

3 points each

Blueberry violet doughnuts

6 points each

The value of rainbow frosted doughnuts depends on
how many you have in your stack:
Number of Rainbow frosted doughnuts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Points from each doughnut

-1

-2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total points

-1

-4

9

16

25 36 49 64

The player with the most points is the winner. In the event of a tie, the player with the
most ketchup doughnuts wins. If there is still a tie, the tied players share the victory.
See the "scoring example".
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SCORING EXAMPLE

Doughnut Stack
1 x ketchup

-1

point

4 x strawberry lemonade

4 points

2 x chocolate coconut

6 points

2 x blueberry violet

12 points

3 x rainbow frosted

9 points

+ 2 sugar rush cards 3 points
1

Total score

Jump over
one doughnut
with one thief

33 points

You may play this card
during your own turn
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